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Palma, Spain, 19 April 2024 – Bedsonline has announced a new partnership with paxconnect, a
premier platform for travel organisers and service providers in the DACH region. 

 

This innovative technical development aims to streamline the booking process for travel professionals
in Germany, Austria and Switzerland by seamlessly integrating with the paxconnect platform. Through
this collaboration, Bedsonline clients will gain access to a wide range of travel products and services
conveniently consolidated within paxconnect. 

 

Bertrand Sava, Managing Director of Bedsonline said: “Partnering with paxconnect marks an
exciting step forward for Bedsonline as we continue to prioritise delivering enhanced booking
solutions for our valued clients. This integration will empower travel professionals to efficiently access
and book Bedsonline’s extensive product portfolio, aligning perfectly with our commitment to meeting
the evolving needs of the modern travel industry.”

 

Hakan Duganci, Head of Sales of paxconnect, added: “The integration of bedsonline into
paxlounge represents a significant milestone in our ongoing development process, expanding our
provider portfolio with an extremely valuable data source. We are delighted to fulfill the long-awaited
desire of our users by providing easy access to the offerings of one of the leading B2B hotel bed
databases.”

 

The paxconnect platform offers key features such as a user-friendly interface that aggregates travel
offerings from various suppliers, providing a comprehensive marketplace for organisers and service
providers. With access to over 5,800 travel agencies in Germany, Austria and Switzerland, paxconnect
provides a dynamic distribution channel to showcase travel products effectively. 

 

###

 

About Bedsonline

As the exclusive booking partner of travel agents worldwide, Bedsonline’s expansive product portfolio enables
travel specialists to curate tailored experiences, wherever in the world a traveller wants to go. As part of HBX
Group, Bedsonline is armed with data insights, award-winning tools and the knowledge of global teams, who are
committed to driving the success of its partners. Through its online platform, Bedsonline distributes 200,000
accommodation, experiences, mobility services and fintech products sourced from more than 170 countries to
more than 60,000 travel agencies worldwide. Owing to its evolving technology, wide inventory of products and
warm customer service, Bedsonline is the defacto B2B partner for many travel bookers around the world. Visit
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bedsonline.com to learn more.
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